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Arnold Schering 
on 

“Who sang the soprano and alto parts in Bach’s cantatas?” 
 

Translation by Thomas Braatz © 2009 

 
[The following is a translation of pages 43 to 48 from Arnold Schering’s book, Johann Sebastian Bachs Leipziger 
Kirchenmusik, published in 1936 in Leipzig and presented in facsimile after the translation. To distinguish between 
Schering’s original footnotes and mine, his are highlighted in red while mine are left in black.] 

 

The paragraph leading into this passage describes Georg PhilippTelemann’s (1681-
1767) sacred music activities in the Neukirche (New Church) in Leipzig. These cantata 
performances were accomplished by Telemann with the help of university students 
only and without any assistance from the Thomaner1 choir(s) which were under 
Johann Kuhnau’s (1660-1722 - Bach’s immediate predecessor) direction. Jealous of 
the success that Telemann was having with his performances, Kuhnau commented 
that the young people there [Neukirche] had no real idea about what the proper style 
of singing in a church was all about and that their goal was “directed toward a so-
called cantata-like manner of singing”. By this he evidently meant the elegant, modern 
way that male falsettists2

A cantor’s constant concern, as we have seen, is the ability to obtain and train 
good sopranos and basses. Kuhnau’s experience, that among his young scholars strong 
bass singers were a rarity,

 sang their solos [compared to the soprano and alto voices of 
young boys before their mutation].  

What was Bach’s way of treating this matter in his sacred music?  

3

                                                     
1 German references will be used throughout because these compound nouns are generally shorter than their English 
forms; for example, Thomaner = the boys enrolled at the St. Thomas School who are members of a choir; 
Thomasschule = St. Thomas School; Thomaskirche = St. Thomas Church; Nikolaikirche = St. Nicholas Church; 
Thomaskantor = the cantor at the St. Thomas School & Church;   
2 Despite the negative connotation associated with the term falsettist, it will be maintained throughout as a 
translation of the Schering’s term Falsettist which in short refers to adult males (not to be confused with castrati) 
who can sing in the alto and soprano ranges after they have experienced mutation. At various times and places they 
have also been known sopranists, altists, countertenors, etc. 
3 Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, volume II, 1880, p. 859. 

 was an experience that his cantor predecessors in Leipzig 
had already had. For this reason they were forced, again and again, to engage [hire] 
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basses who were not Thomaner4 and who mainly consisted of university students. 
Beginning with the Thomaskantor Sebastian Knüpfer [Thomaskantor from 1657 to 
1676], the churches5 recorded considerable sums6 usually amounting to 28 Florins and 
12 Groschen [€ 1800,00] for the services of two singers. In 1708 these payments were 
not forthcoming so Kuhnau had to request them anew; however, the authorities did 
not heed his request. In the future neither he nor Bach could depend upon receiving 
these regular payments for supernumerari.7 When it became necessary, they [Kuhnau 
and J. S. Bach] would have to pay these assistants out of their own pockets.8

Even greater difficulties were posed by the sopranos. Their tender young voices 
suffered terribly from the ordeals (strains) caused by the trying performance schedule 
they were required to fulfill. Kuhnau had stated

 It will 
remain an open question whether Bach no longer experienced as important the lack of 
good basses or whether (as in the case of motet performances) the use of continuo 
accompaniment made up for the lack of strength in the vocal bass line. In any case, 
only older, more mature singers could possibly sing the great bass arias and the part of 
Christ. 

9

“as they are constantly required to be present in all singing activities, cannot be spared 
from singing a lot because they are needed for funerals, weddings, caroling and other 
processions through the streets, particularly evenings during the time around New Year’s 
which lasts for two to three weeks when the air is raw and there is a biting wind. For these 
reasons it is more likely that they will lose their voices before they have acquired the necessary 
vocal skills to be able to sing reliably and with some good judgment any easy figural music 
that is placed before them or to sing it while observing carefully the proper beat according to 
the style appropriate for singing in churches.”

 that “the best singers, particularly the 
sopranos,” often could not even be used since they  

10

                                                     
4 These are the students officially enrolled at the Thomasschule either as interni (those accepted with a scholarship 
which covered their studies and room and board) or externi (those without scholarships who are allowed to attend 
classes during the day and who keep applying each year to become interni). 
5 Probably only the Thomaskirche and Nikolaikirche are referred to here. 
6 These are entries made in the church ledgers. 
7 These are the musical assistants, both vocal and instrumental, that are drawn mainly from the available pool of 
talented university students and do not include the city pipers or violinists (Musikanten) that are on the city payroll. 
8 Only once during the year 1747/48 do the church accounts record an exception: “6 Reichsthaler [€ 432,00] for the 
bass, Mr. Johann Christoph Altnikol for his services as assistant for the choirs at both main churches from 
Michaelmas, 1745 until May 19, 1747.” Altnikol [1719-1759] was 28 years old at that time. 
9 Spitta II, p. 862. 

 

10 The yearly demands made on the Thomaner as far as their energy and voices are concerned become obvious upon 
examination of the receipts recorded in the church ledgers. For the year 1728/29 the entry reads: “42 Reichsthaler [€ 
3024,00] for 42 funerals for singing motets before the front doors of the deceased at 1 Reichsthaler [€ 72,00] per 
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Since January, 1681, for this reason, each of the two main churches 
[Thomaskirche and Nikolaikirche] had set aside as a special remuneration or reward 
amounting to an annual payment of 2 Florins (€ 126,00), later 1 Reichsthaler 18 
Groschen (€ 72,00) “for the best sopranos and altos in the Thomasschule”  a so-called 
Schonungsgeld, a recompense, a monetary compensation given in consideration for the 
financial loss a Thomaner would face by not taking part in the caroling activities and, 
which served at the same time as a remuneration [here almost used as a bribe] which 
would keep a singer from exposing himself [his voice] to the elements over an 
extended period of time mainly in the evening darkness during winter. Thus he would 
be spared [schonen] so that he could sing properly during church services of which 
there were more than the usual number during Christmas, New Year’s, and Epiphany 
so that he and other young singers would stay away from the Christmas and New 
Year’s caroling and other events that involved moving about in processions in cold 
weather. The Kreuzchor of Dresden (the Dresden Boys’ Choir) has for a long time had 
a similar tradition. These account entries [in the church records of the two main 
churches in Leipzig] recur regularly and almost without change in the following 
decades with only a few gaps where the information is missing. 

This Schonungsgeld was at first designated to be used for the best sopranos and 
altos. Later references describe the recipients of these sums only as sopranos or, more 
generally, as Concertisten.11 Just how many individuals were involved each time is not 
indicated; but, based upon the small amount of money involved,12

                                                                                                                                                                         
event.” In the following year there were 47 funerals. This type of entry refers only to the grand funeral processions 
and not to the lesser ones where only chorales and funeral arias were sung. In 1728 (according to Riemer) 1269 
people had died in 1729 it was 1194. Even if you assume that out of any of these yearly tabulations two-thirds 
(children and very poor people) were buried without music, there will still remain about 300 to 400 funerals, an 
average of about 6 to 8 a week, each of which involved the participation of the Thomaner in one way or another. In 
one official record from Kuhnau’s time (1717, Leipzig City Archive, VIII, Volume 2d after folio No. 176) it is stated 
that of the four Christmas caroling groups participating in the preceding year, the first one returned from caroling at 
9:30 pm, the second at 10 pm, the third at 10:30 pm and the fourth at 11 pm. The report also indicates that there 
were many tired and frostbitten Thomaner who had to warm up for at least a quarter or a half hour after they had 
returned home. 
11 When Bach was the Thomaskantor the entries tended to read as follows: “for the concertists to spare them [from 
caroling] for singing during the church services, as a special treat” or “for the concertists to keep them from singing 
in the New Year’s caroling and spare them so that they can sing in the churches”. 
12 For more information about the actual amounts that were collected by each choir for the New Year’s caroling, 
amounts that often exceeded 100 Florins (€ 6300,00), see Musikgeschichte Leipzigs, Leipzig, 1926, vol. II, p. 72. 

 it could not have 
been more than two, most likely the best sopranos from the primary and secondary 
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choirs, whose fresh voices were indispensible for the performances of figural music in 
the time around New Year’s.13

Let’s return to Kuhnau’s statements about this matter: ‘young people’ (here he 
is referring to the members of a choir like the Thomaner) “are better suited for being 
Capellstimmen

 The number of good, young sopranos with a passable 
proficiency was, as a rule, so small that it would be quite noticeable if two good 
soprano voices were missing. At any rate it is striking that altos are never mentioned 
again even though the devastation caused by caroling in the streets would not have 
affected their even more sensitive voices less than those of the sopranos. 

These guidelines demonstrate anew the moderate [mediocre] level of vocal 
accomplishment that existed at times. For what good would these two or three 
‘unused’ [those that were still full of energy and in good shape] voices be for a choir 
that was otherwise completely worn out from their New Year’s caroling which often 
lasted at least two weeks? Despite all these difficulties Bach still had to contend with 
these conditions when he was composing all of his cantatas from New Year’s Day to 
the First Sunday after Epiphany. It is possible to see that he tried to compose his New 
Year’s cantatas as simply as possible in consideration of the strenuous caroling 
activities the sopranos were enduring. However, it must not have been possible to 
remove completely all signs of exhaustion and hoarseness. Was there a means for 
preventing the worst in such cases, particularly when recitatives and arias were 
involved? 

14 than being Concertisten15

                                                     
13 This is referred to by Kuhnau (1717; see Spitta II, p. 863). 
14 These are the ripieni or ‘fill’ voices that sing the tutti passages in figural music. 
15 These are the section leaders that sing the passages marked solo or other solo movements like recitatives and 
arias. 

 partly because there are always among them 
those who are just beginning to learn music [and have not had enough training in 
these matters] and partly because all of them face mutation [change of voice] at some 
point and some of them even lose their good soprano voices and remain completely 
silent [without a usable voice] thereafter.” So it is like it used to be that the cantor had 
to concentrate on having several good singers, but particularly on having a very good 
[strong, loud] bass. Kuhnau indicates in the same source that he not only desires a 
bass but also stand-ins for both of the young boys who sing the high treble solo parts 
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[die konzertierenden Partien] and still face mutation. Indeed, when Johann Schelle 
(1648-1701) was the Thomaskantor from 1698 until the middle of 1700, besides the 
two basses [who were being paid by both main churches], there was also a certain 
university student, Christian Wilhelm Ludwig, listed as an alto and who was being 
paid 2 Florins 18 Groschen (€ 128,00) by each church according to their church 
ledgers. Bach knew about these entries as he even alluded to them in his Entwurff16 
which is, in essence, simply a repetition of Kuhnau’s demands for financial support for 
his singers [supernumerari] only this time with a tone of greater desperation. At that 
time (August, 1730) Bach had jurisdiction over a choir consisting of 5417

If we assume now that the performances by the men’s voices were generally 
good, then we would have to seriously doubt whether Bach’s demanding soprano and 
alto parts were sung by boys who ranged in age from 10 to 16 years. Just consider the 
demands made on a soprano who sings the solo cantata “Jauchzet Gott in allen 
Landen” (BWV 51), or an alto who sings a solo part in “Geist und Seele wird 
verwirret” (BWV 35), or in “Freue dich, erlöste Schar” (BWV 30), or in the City 
Council Inauguration Cantata “Gott, man lobet dich in der Stille” (BWV 120), then 
the gravest doubts begin to stack up about whether [young] boys, particularly boy 
altos were really able to cope with these compositions, not only because of their 
expressive aspects. Their musical expression would most likely have remained 
steadfastly concentrated on obtaining a clean, beautiful-sounding rendering of the 

 Thomaner 
whose abilities he characterized with this well-known, devastating assessment: 

 
To summarize: there are 17 usable, 20 not yet usable and 17 incompetent [singers]. 

 
With the first 17, Bach had to populate both of the first choirs [the primary 

and secondary] – hence, an extremely incomplete number, i.e., with barely 8 in each 
choir. The next 20 were still weak motet singers (this was the third choir with many 
surplus singers who were destined only gradually to move higher) and, finally, he 
chose a few from the group of incompetents to form the fourth choir. 

                                                     
16 Bach-Dokumente I, item 22: Kurtzer, iedoch höchstnöthiger Entwurff einer wohlbestallten Kirchen Music....  
17 This is the total of the alumni or those officially enrolled as interni along with those attending only during the 
daytime (the externi). 
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music. To be sure, however, there would have been difficulties relating to the 
physiology of voice production and vocal technique. 

Certainly even today [1936] there do appear phenomenal boy singers from time 
to time, but probably the occurrence of good boy altos was just as seldom as in Bach’s 
time. Simply to wait until such a phenomenal boy with the necessary musical 
intelligence turned up among the group of young choristers who advanced each year 
to the highest level in order for Bach to compose specifically for his voice and abilities 
arias like “Erbarme dich, mein Gott” (BWV 244/39) or “Blute nur, du liebes Herz” 
(BWV 244/8) was something for which the general practice of a German school choir 
was not prepared. Throughout his 27 years in Leipzig, Bach also did not compose for 
such young vocal prodigies, but rather for the normal, new generations of singers who 
were attracted to come to Leipzig from the surrounding countryside and whom he 
trained and educated personally with great effort over the course of many years. 
Compositions like those already indicated that appear in every larger cantata as 
additional [solo] movements exceed in tone, range, and breathing technique the 
physiological circumstances of a normal boy’s voice, not to mention the fact that such 
a boy’s voice would have had difficulty asserting itself in such an environment as a 
large, filled church nave against a larger or smaller [instrumental] accompaniment. 

Bach must always have had at his disposal a number of adult male sopranos or 
altos, whom he had trained himself. The only problem we have today [1936] is that 
we have lost the know-how [and experience] necessary for singing these high, male 
treble parts so that we can no longer determine without a doubt just where he would 
have used young boy treble singers or adult males singing soprano or alto parts using 
falsetto voices. Only through attempting to experiment with this in practice will we be 
able to come to a qualified decision. In doing so we will always need to consider that 
the boy sopranos and altos in the choral movements were also supported by falsettists 
(adult male sopranos and altos) with one falsettist for each part. This becomes 
apparent upon examination of such difficult solo parts which are written into the 
regular choral parts18

                                                     
18 Most original sets of vocal parts contain only four parts: soprano, alto, tenor and bass. 

 and do not appear on a separate part devoted only to the part of 
the concertist. There are enough instances where the normal distribution: 6 adult male 
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parts (tenor, bass) over against 6 boys’ voices (soprano, alto) would have to be 
abandoned because three sopranos and three altos would have been too weak 
compared to the adult male voices. Having one additional adult male for both the 
soprano and alto parts would have provided for the necessary balance while the loss of 
either an adult male tenor or bass would have been easier to endure without any 
obvious lack. The falsettist (who could have been one of the older Thomaner who often 
remained enrolled at the Thomasschule until their early to middle twenties or a 
university student) looked over the shoulders of the trios or duos [singing from the 
same, single part] of the smaller boys and sang from the [single] part held by the 
singer in the middle. Since Bach, in standardizing the number of choir members, does 
not specifically indicate the soloists who exceed the 12 listed [in the Entwurff and 
elsewhere], I suspect that these would have come from the supernumerari of the 
primary and secondary choirs.19 It may also have happened that one and the same 
vocalist [adult male] may have sung some parts alternatively in a full, natural voice and 
with a falsetto voice; i. e., he may, as needed, have sung a solo part in a falsetto voice 
(adult male treble) but then [in the same composition] have returned to his normal 
tenor or bass voice. It was not all too rare to have talented vocalists that could sing in 
all four vocal ranges. Johann Matthias Gesner (1691-1761)20

                                                     
19 Kuhnau had stated (1709; Spitta II, p. 857): “So it is that we would especially need such supernumerarii right now 
since the Primary Choir no longer has any university students.” The well-known engraving by Crügner used as a 
frontispiece to the Leipzig Schulordnung (1723) shows the open area between the Thomasschule and the 
Thomaskirche. Here the Primary Choir of the Thomaner with about 12 to 14 individuals is depicted walking from 
the school to the Thomaskirche in file, two-by-two, with the smallest in front and the tallest last.  
20 Bach-Dokumente II, item 432. 

 reports that Bach himself 
was capable of singing all vocal parts [to help the choir members with their entries 
during a rehearsal/performance].  A certain Master Vogel, who had applied for a 
position as teacher at the Thomasschule in 1739 lists among his qualifications the fact 
that in Freiberg he “as a concertist there had sung all the parts [!] in the choir”, and 
Johann Krieger (1652-1735, brother of the even more famous Johann Philipp Krieger 
{1649-1725} ) had composed an aria entitled “Lässet sich ein Virtuoser bey dem 
Capellmeister hören” [“A Virtuoso Sings for the Capellmeister”] for Weise’s (1642-
1708) “Politischen Quacksalber”.  In the latter aria the singer is constantly required to 
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jump from one vocal range to another thus demonstrating his ability to sing in all of 
them. 

Every cantor would naturally want to have such versatile vocalists. Even Bach 
would have made use of such talented individuals wherever possible and thus have 
successfully avoided some embarrassing situations.  On a case to case basis he would 
have decided where a boy soprano concertist should be used and where an adult male 
falsettist (soprano or alto) would be needed. In any case, any musically well-informed 
listener in one of the main Leipzig churches would have had no reason to be 
disappointed that he would not get to hear the equivalent to the highly artistic level of 
performance achieved by the castrati21

                                                     
21 Castrato (plural: castrati) = a male singer who has maintained the soprano or alto range of his voice 
(no mutation) into adulthood because he had been castrated before puberty (usually between the age of six 
until eight). 

 

 singing at the Dresden Court Church, since a 
falsettist’s voice often resembled very closely the clear, somewhat brittle sound of the 
castrato. It is also true that it [the voice of a falsettist] easily blends with the natural 
treble voices of boys without mixing in any alien or exotic elements. The boys’ lack of 
the ability to modulate their voices sufficiently is compensated for by the adult singers’ 
better breathing technique and greater maturity. Perhaps both Wilhelm Friedemann 
and Philipp Emanuel, after they had attained the necessary age, were able to support 
their father for a while with invaluable services as falsettists. It might be worth 
reflecting upon the following possibility: If Bach’s Kyrie and Gloria in B minor had 
been performed in Dresden in 1733, then we would have been able to document 
historically, since both would already have been performed as part of the Leipzig 
liturgy, that these compositions would have been presented using two different types 
of vocalists: in Dresden the castrati and in Leipzig the falsettists. 
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The facsimile pages above are taken from Arnold Schering’s book: 

Johann Sebastian Bachs Leipziger Kirchenmusik 

published by 

Breitkopf & Härtel in Leipzig, 1936. 
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